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THE PROLIFERATION AND USE OF 
ACRONYM DERIVATIVES 
Conditioning factors 
Cette etude porte sur la formation des mots par derivation suffLXale cl partir 
des acronymes. On suppose que la tres sensible augmentation des derives 
acronymiques dans les langues en general a essentiellement pour origine i'emploi 
constant et de plus en plus repandu des acronymes, mais la creation et l'usage 
specifique d'un derive dependent de differents facteurs stylistiques et 
pragmatiques. En outre, i'emploi de ces derives est pratiquement limite au 
journalisme. Bien que les donnees presentees ici proviennent en majeure partie de 
l'espagnol, nous donnans aussi un apen;u general de leur apparition dans d'a'utres 
langues. En espagnol, contrairement cl d'autres langues comme l'anglais, OU les 
acronymes sont traditionnellement vivants depuis plus long temps, la derivation 
porte surtout sur le vocabulaire politique. Bien qu'on puisse en faire remonter 
i'origine cl une date plus lointaine, ce type de derivation a prolifere pendant les 
annees 70 comme consequence directe des changements politiques survenus en 
Espagne. 
o. Introduction. 
Traditionally, as far as Romance languages are concerned, derivation has 
been considered an important means of generating neologisms; compounding, on 
the other hand, has tended to take second place. However, in recent times this 
capacity for coining new words -inherited from the Latin- has been reduced 
considerably in favour of compounding even in a language like Rumanian, less 
open to linguistic change related to scientific and technological development!. This 
reversal has often been emphasized when the language being examined is French 
(cf. AAWICK 1910; DAUZAT 1937 ; MAROUZEAU 1951). Even recognizing this 
trend, we cannot overlook the deep roots which the derivative process still has in 
modem-day language, as is the case in other Romance languages even more than in 
French (cf. DAUZAT 1949 :183f Spanish constitutes a good example of this, since 
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it offers, according to specialists in typological classification, a "suffixation index" 
(the ratio between the number of suffixes and words) of 0.71, the highest of all 
Romance languages except Sardinian (cf. CONTRERAS 1972 : 102). 
The process of derivation by suffixation even manages to affect something as 
stereotyped and morphologically uncommon as acronyms, which provides us with 
yet another proof of the powerful analogical pressure exerted by final 
morphemes. When evaluating suffix derivation from acronyms, what immediately 
strikes one is that French should be assigned a considerably higher number of 
acronym derivatives than in other languages (ct. ZUMTHOR, 1951 : 50?, especially 
when we consider that French has a suffixation index of 0.31, the lowest of all 
Romance languages and therefore, diametrically opposed to Spanish. ZUMTHOR's 
view dates back to 1951, a time which coincides more or less with the initial 
expansion of acronyms as a word-formation method, and may thus be considered 
valid for that time, at least in comparison with Spanish then. However, we cannot 
say the same of present-day Spanish, and even less of the Spanish of the previous 
decade, which suffered a noticeable increase in acronym derivatives, especially 
among political parties, a field in which the contrast with French is evident. 
It does not appear logi.cal to think that such sudden linguistic changes should 
have taken place at an internal level, since its tendencies have not varied greatly, 
even allowing for "l'appauvrissement progressif de la derivation en fran~ais" 
(DAUZA T 1946 : 25) . I believe that such changes have been affected by 
extralinguistic factors, although the specific use of a derivative is conditioned in its 
turn by others of a stylistic and pragmatic kind. The aim of this paper is to explain 
the nature of these changes as well as the circumstances of their appearance. 
Although the data used here are mainly from Spanish, an overview of acronym 
derivatives in other languages is also given. 
1. On the origin and development of acronym deriv'ation the 
Spanish case. 
In the two or three years which preceded Franco's death (1973-75), the 
Spanish political spectrum was greatly widened. Political parties, which were at 
that time illegal or only recently formed, surfaced ready to operate with great 
speed. Political ambitions and democratic desires were fed by a political vacuum 
natural after a long period of dictatorship which was reaching its end. At this 
juncture, the atomization of Spanish political life was a logical consequence; more 
than a hundred parties, in alliance or singly, participated in the elections4• For the 
same reasons, and at roughly the same time, a similar political proliferation took 
place in Portugal; there too, more than thirty parties contested the elections which 
followed the "April Revolution" of 1974. 
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The "alphabet soup" which appeared at the time is no more than a linguistic 
reflection of political reality. However, constant repetition and gradual 
familiarization with the new parties and their initials, together with their use as 
nouns, often had the effect of softening the rigidity of the written forms by 
imposing upon them functions like derivation, ascribed to their nominal category. 
Derivation has already been shown to be a word-formation phenomenon especially 
anchored in Romance languages, including Spanish. Also suffix derivation based 
on initials stands out in the Spanish of recent years, as much for their number 
-"lexical frequency" - as for the "frequency of use" of some. This brings up to date 
the derivative capacity of Spanish in a lexical field where the language had been 
restrained for some time. 
It seems obvious that the proliferation of names of political parties and 
organizations is not irrelevant to this quite sudden change. The mere repetition of 
and familiarization with the parties, their followers and everything related to 
them, contribute to derivation, whenever stylistic imperatives induce the use of 
"characterizing" suffIxes in certain situations, as I shall later explain. If these have 
been the motivating circumstances for such formations, it is reasonable to expect 
their appearance in the languages of other countries where party politics are 
established. The suffIxation process, however, is not the only one which confers 
adjectival quality, as is shown by English and German, for example; in these 
languages suffix derivation from acronyms is practically non-existent, while 
compounding, partly for reasons intrinsic to the languages themselves -both are of 
Germanic root- clearly predominate. This means that when they refer to party 
militants, following the traditional compounding order of Germanic languages. 
the noun-phrase N' (Name) + N is used. 
N' (detenninant) + 
party acronym 
(= qualifying adjectival 
function) 
N (determinatum) 
referent : 'member', etc. 
As an example, I shall cite the following expressions taken from an issue of the 
German magazine Stern (20.10.77) : 
Viele SPD-Politiker, als der FDP-Abgeordnete .. . den liberalen 
CDU-Vorsitzenden, der Frankfurter SDS-Mann, der CDU-Mann habe ... 
Similar examples might be taken from' the English, such as the CP members, a 
YS-speaker, the NDP leader, although the alternative construction is frequently 
found -the members of the CP, a speaker of the YS, the leader of the NDP-, that is, 
using the analytical construction5• 
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In Romance languages, such as Spanish, it is precisely this progressive order 
which is the normal structural pattern in such cases : 
N (determinatum) 
referent 
N' (determinant) 
acronym 
(= adjectival function) 
In fact, we often encounter constructions both in conversation and writing such as 
members de ETA (>"etarras"), a militant de la UGT (>"ugetista"), etc. As these 
cases show, a synthetic variant has developed by means of a suffix which 
substitutes the elided elements -de + (article)- and which makes the referent more 
adjectival in form. 
Another Romance language, French, follows the same structural pattern as 
Spanish, but the lexical frequency of the derivatives is smaller. Since this is a well-
documented topic, a fairly accurate idea can be given of the differences which 
obtain between the two languages: ZUMTHOR (1951 : 51) cites 10 different forms, 
REDARD (1958 : 595) quotes 21, DUBOIS (1962 : 46, 71) 15, GEORGE (1977 : 
36-39) 45, and GEBHARDT (1979 : 90-93) in a more recent study, 86. In Spanish, a 
single count of the derivatives cited throughout an extensive study on derivation 
(RODRiGUEZGONZALEZ 1980) throws up 1166• 
Some French lexicologists, such as DUBOIS (1962 : 75), drawing on previous ' 
compilations, have exaggerated the capacity of French to produce acronym 
derivatives. More moderately, GEORGE (1977 : 40), in his monographic study on 
the subject ("La siglaison et les derives de sigles en fran~ais contemporain") agrees 
with GALLIOT (1955 : 334) that the tendency to create derivatives using initials is 
"assez peu generalisee". 
If we carefully examine the variegated examples of derivatives which 
GEORGE collected for his article, the rarity of current political party acronyms 
with suffixes can be readily appreciated; the few which he lists (6) really belong to 
previous periods, as can be proved by the dates of his sources (KJELLMAN 1920, 
ZUMTHOR 1951, REDARD 1958, DUBOIS 1962). Nor did I encounter, in an 
assiduous search covering two years' weekly issues of L'Express and Le Nouvel 
Observateur and of the daily Le Monde (1977-79) derivatives of political groups, 
with the exception of some foreign ones: pequiste (PQ 'Parti QuebecoisY, 
upecistes (UPC 'Union des populations du Cameroun')8. However, the process of 
acronym derivation has been and continues to be relatively frequent where trade 
unions are concerned, as witness (for example) an article in Le Nouvel 
Observateur where the derivative cegitiste (CGT) appears three times, and 
cideristes (CFDT) five times on a single page9. This differential treatment of 
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acronyms, according to whether trade union or political party is being dealt with, 
is interesting in the case of French, since it throws light on the direct relationship 
between the number of parties and suffix derivation. It also reinforces our 
argument that the rapid expansion of derivatives can be accounted for by the 
proliferation of parties in Spain. 
In countries with some parliamentary tradition, the forces which play a part 
are usually quite limited in number and, furthermore, are nearly always 
equivalent to classical ideological schemas : communists, socialists, social-
democrats, moderates, Christian democrats, liberals, conservatives or right-
wingers. Similar labels may also be applied to groups which follow non-
parliamentary policies, like fascists, anarchists, national-socialists or nazis, etc. 
Let me put forward some very well-known examples close to home: in England, 
Liberals, Conservatives, Labour, (Scottish) Nationalists, NeoJascists (National 
Front), Trotskyists, (IMG 'International Marxist Group', Socialist Workers) ; in 
the United States, the political spectrum is divided principally between the 
Democrats and the Republicans; in West Germany, die Liberalen, die 
Sozialdemokraten, die Christ Demokraten, die Komunisten, die Grunen, die 
Nationalsozialisten ; in France, communistes, socialistes, radicaux, centristes, 
ecologistes. On the other hand, the personalization of political action occasionally 
brings about the identification of some of these groups with their leaders, which in 
turn come to be used as the basis for derivation; for example: gaullistes (de 
Gaulle) and chiraquiens (Jacques Chirac) on the French right wing, and 
giscardiens (Giscard d'Estaing) on the centre-right, etc. In accordance with these 
circumstances, in English, German and French, languages of countries with more 
or less similar political structures, not to speak of other regimes based on the 
one-party system and at the most having a subjugated opposition "-ism" acronyms 
hardly appear on the political scene to characterize the militants, sympathizers or 
other elements of the parties. . 
In Spain, however, given the proliferation of all sorts of minority groups and 
the tendency which arose at the end of the dictatorship, political labels like these 
could only with difficulty be absorbed exclusively by one political party. Even if 
similar terms exist as indications of political tendency (comunistas, socialistas, 
franquistas, izquierdistas, derechistas), it is evident that when we talk of a specific 
party policy, such terminology would have appeared ambiguous to us, and hence 
the need for more specificity. So, for example, the "socialist" voice was at first an 
ingredient common to the relevant parties like PSOE (Partido Socialista Obrero 
Espafiol) and PSP (Partido Socialista Popular), or even to unions (UGT 'Union 
General de Trabajadores'), usa (,Union Sindical Obrera'). Similarly, 
"communist" parties were the PCE (Partido Comunista de Espafia) and PSUC 
(Partido Socialista Unificat de Catalunya), and on their left, PTE (Partido del 
Trabajo de Espafia), PCE (i) (Partido Comunista de Espafia) (Internacional), and 
PCR (r) - Partido Comunista de Espafia (reconstituido).Equally there were 
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numerou~ p'arties which claimed that part of the political spectrum from centre-
right to centre-left: UCD (Union de Centro Democnitico), DC (Democracia 
Cristiana), pp (partido Popular), PSD (partido Social-Dem6crata), etc. The same 
happened on the right, which grouped itself largely around AP (Alianza Popular). 
But a wide range of regional parties with considerable political weight also 
existed, some of which used common designations : for example in the socialist 
camp, the Galician Socialist Party (PSG), the Catalan Socialist Party (PSC) and 
that of Andalucia and Arag6n (PSA). 
Other widely-used acronyms are those which refer to trade unions, whose 
derivatives allow a differentiation between union and strictly political activity. In 
fact, one can vote for the "centre" and nevertheless be a member of the UGT (UGT 
> ugetista), a union of socialist persuasion10. On the other hand, it must be 
remembered that during this political transition so fraught with difficulties, it was 
not only the majority parties (UCD, PSOE, PCE) which made news; frequently 
minority groups like GRAPO, ETA and MPAIAC made the headlines through 
their terrorist activities, and, given the variety among extremist groups, it was not 
viable to refer to them under the umbrella heading of "fascists" or "leftists". So, 
for the sake of accuracy, the redistribution of political denominations among a 
handful of parties, factions or groups often had to crystallize in a classification of 
"-isms" using the acronym as base element in the derivation: ucedistas (UCD), 
peceros (PCE), peteros (PTE), peneuvistas (PNV), emepaiacos 0 mapayacos 
(MPAIAC), etc. Of the 116 annotated Spanish language derivatives, 61 can be 
explained as relating to the field of politics (excluding another nine of Latin-
American origin). 
With time, however, the consolidation and standardization of parliamentary 
democracy put an end to party fever, at least to the rash which occurred at the 
beginning; some parties which were unsuccessful in the 1977 elections 
disappeared or made coalitions in order to create larger alliances or parties, or to 
put it another way, to create the more or less classical party line-up. Furthermore, 
although some parties resisted oblivion, and others were legalized and joined the 
ranks, the beginning of the parliamentary game, with an electoral system based on 
majority rule and the personalization of politics through a handful of leaders, 
henceforth concentrates the interest of political life on no more than half-a-dozen 
important parties. As a result, when the press refers to them, they make more and 
more frequent use of labels like comunistas, socialistas, centristas, aliancistas. 
With the coalition of the all-Spain socialist parties (pSOE and PSP) and the partial 
loss of identity of the regional offshoots as they became absorbed by the great 
parties nation-wide, as well as the disappearance of the small groups which made 
up the governing UCD party -centrista-, such descriptions acquired practical 
validity. 
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In spite of this concentration of political terminology, some derivatives have 
continued to be used frequently, like ucedista, peneuvista, pesoista, etarra, etc. ; so 
much so that the use of quotation marks common in the first two years has in most 
cases disappeared, bestowing orthographical normality upon these formations. 
Where unions are concerned, ugetista and centrista have also acquired full lexical 
status, or more exactly, have recovered the one they had in times gone by (cf. 
infra). To these we should add others which have emerged with the appearance of 
new political forces: pedepistasll or pedeperos 12 (PDP 'Partido Dem6crata 
Popular'), coagas13 (CO 'Coalicion Oallega'). 
If indeed it is true that in theory acronym derivatives can be omitted, in 
practice, stylistic demands sometimes incline the speaker or writer to use them 
-and especially the writer, given the greater frequency of use which they achieve 
in the written language. As might be expected, the extinct UCD is frequently to be 
found in such constructions, and it still appears today because reference to the 
immediate past is inevitable. Thus, after several repetitions of phrases of the type 
Ha spokesman (programme, etc.) de Union de Centro Democratico. de la UCD, or 
simply UCD, the journalist finds himself driven to employ ucedista as a co-
referential term, giving a more aesthetic touch to his discourse14 ; stylistic 
variation becomes even richer when he adds on other occasions synonyms like 
suarista, centrista, centrosuarista. 
It frequently happens too, that for stylistic reasons, when referring to a series 
of parties or groups, the writer looks for syntactic parallelism among the various 
political labels, thus favouring new derived forms, which then follow the laws of 
analogy, as can be appreciated in the following quotations : 
... ni socialistas ni ucedistas ni comunistas parecen dispuestos a compartir, 
ahora, responsabilidades ... 15 
el general opusdeista Jorge Vigon (1957-1965), el "democrata cristiano" 
acepista Silva Mufioz (1970-1974) ... 16 
Y venciendo escrupulos y resistencias, cuatro partidos entraron con pie 
firme en el palacio de Pizarro : apristas, populistas, los pepecistas.17 
Especially when viewed from a historical perspective, acronym derivatives 
have an advantage which their equivalent synonyms do not possess. While the 
acronym provides the most appropriate, precise form of reference to the party. 
other co-referential terms have a semantic equivalence which is excessively bound 
to the text as well as having immediate temporal reference. Suarista was a 
particularly appropriate synonym for ucedista during the early life of the UCD, in 
view of the leading role played by Adolfo Suarez as president of the party and of 
the government; but this was not the case at the end of his mandate, since, with the 
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party in the process of disintegration, the term alluded also to the faction which 
was faithful to him; and still less a short while after, when, once separation was 
completed, Suarez founded the CDS (Centro Democnitico y Social). The same fate 
befell the term centrista, which may have been unambiguous in the beginning 
when the centre was represented nationally almost exclusively by UCD, but not at 
a later date, when this political label was disputed by the CDS and the PRD, and 
even later by the PDP. 
This same state of affairs was repeated on the socialist wing. F elipista refers 
to the followers of the President and Secretary General of PSOE, Felipe Gonzalez, 
from which comes the synonymy withpsoefsta (or pesoista) ; with time, however, 
as he personalized his style of governing, the term has come to be used 
disparagingly as well, by those who wish to see a form of dictatorship in his 
mandate. Ugetisla, however, is used as an alternative in political discourse for 
socialista and sindicalista, but these labels are invalidated if usa (Union Sindical 
Obrera) is mentioned or if ugetista is spoken of as a radical movement within the 
party18. 
Finally, it should not be forgotten that the semantic value of the acronym 
derivative goes beyond its denotative function and the communicative advantages 
derived from its concreteness and precision of meaning. Though this is the tone 
which prevails in ordinary discourse, and in particular in those journalistic 
sections characterized by the so-called "informative style"19, nevertheless in 
lighter sections or where the individual style of the writer can be seen, the 
derivative often carries pejorative and/or humorous connotations. The following 
example is a good illustration of this: 
... Ios peso/stas, que no deben confundirse con los socialistas20• 
The more unusual the derivative, the more often this occurs, whether because of 
its morphology (PUNSetero 21 <PUNS, pepes22 <P.P.) or because of the 
grammatical or semantic condition of the suffix (ucedaje23 <UCD, psoetazo24 
<PSOE). 
In the case of Spanish, a surprising number of formations of this type appear 
in the 70's. Though they were, generally speaking, infrequently used and very 
short-lived, they nevertheless underline the wealth of suffixation to which 
suffixation leads. This markedly playful element can be understood in the light of 
sociological factors directly linked with the political changes which were taking 
place in Spain. In the new democratic atmosphere, the journalist is freed from the 
monotony and the codes of sobriety and austerity which prevailed in the prose of 
the time, and he adopts a more light-hearted and jocular style; there is a conscious 
search for the unconventional, the sensational and everything which makes for a 
more expressive language. All this took place under the aegis of written media 
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which emerged imitating Cambio 16. By keeping the reader informed of current 
political and social events, these magazines became the leading exponents of the 
new style of journalism. 
2. The extension of the phenomenon. 
We have explained above how the derivation of political acronyms in Spanish 
beginning in the 70s stands out both from their lexical frequency and number of 
suffixes and the frequency of use of some. If the multiplicity of parties has acted as 
a catalyst in the formation and expansion of acronyms with suffixes, then we may 
expect the same phenomenon to have appeared in previous times under similar 
conditions. In fact, if we turn to the Second Republic, we observe that the 
relatively full spread of political organizations which existed then permitted the 
growth of similar derivatives, although to a lesser extent. From this period date 
such neologisms as Jaista (F AI 'Federaci6n Anarquista Iberica'), cedista (CEDA 
'Confederaci6n Espaiiola de Derechos Aut6nomas'), jonsistas (JONS 'Juntas de 
ofensiva Nacional Sindicalista'), jelista (J.E.L. 'Joungoikoa Eta Lagi zara', used by 
the Partido Nacionalista Vasco)25. Similarly, at that time frequent use was made of 
cenetista and ugetista, derived from the CNT and UGT unions, in themselves most 
suitable for the formation of derivatives for the reasons 'set out above26, 
For similar reasons, in other areas where Spanish is spoken, such as Spanish-
America, other acronym derivatives are to be found. This occurs in those 
countries which have a parliamentary system, especially in those where there is a 
wide political spectrum, or where a small number of parties command mass 
support: in Venezuela, among the existing parties competing for power, the 
copeyanos (COPEI 'Comite de Organizaci6n Politic a Electoral Independiente') 
and the adecos (AD 'Acci6n Democratica') stand out, and these derivatives are 
frequently used in both written and spoken language; in Mexico the PRI (Partido 
Revolucionario Institucional), which monopolizes political attention, produces 
prifsta, and more to the right is PAN (Partido de Acci6n Nacional) whose 
members are called panistas 27 ; apristas (APRA 'Alianza Popular Revolucionaria 
Americana') and pepecistas (PPC Partido Popular Cristiano')17 occur in Peru, and 
in Ecuador we have the ceJepistas (CFP 'Concentraci6n de Fuerzas Populares'). 
But even in Cuba, which does not have these political conditions, Spanish makes 
use of such constructions ; e. g. cederistas (CDR 'Comites de Defensa de la 
Revoluci6n')28. Th~ journal Latin American Political Report bears witness to the 
frequency of use of acronym derivatives in Spanish America, and despite being 
written in English, is liberally spattered with such Spanish neologisms. 
To return to other Romance languages, Italian uses a good number of 
acronym derivatives when referring to a variety of bodies, which is not surprising 
when we remember that its suffixation index is 0.70, more or less the same as in 
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Spanish. However, when it comes to the most important political parties, acronyms 
are not customarily used as a basis for derivation, the habitual political terms 
(comunista, socialista, democristiano, socialdemocratico, radicale) being 
preferred29 . When marginal groups on left and right are being referred to, and 
exact referential definition is more necessary, the procedure is more favoured; 
hence the coining of PC d'ista (member of the Partito Comunista D'ltalia 
Marxista-Leninista)30, psiuppino (PSUP 'Partito Socialisto di Unita Proletaria'), 
pdiuppino (PDUP 'Partito Democratico di Unita Proletaria', missinG (MSI 
'Movimento Sociale Italiano'). In any case, it is probable that, in general, the 
phenomenon of acronym derivatives in Italian is at least as frequent as in Spanish, 
judging by the considerable number of derivatives of a large variety of 
organizations of all kinds to be found in dictionaries3!. 
Rumanian has the same suffixation index as Italian (0.70), and the 
phenomenon has also attracted specialists' attention, despite the fact that the 
one-party system leaves little room for political activity of the western sort. 
Among the formations noted are ceferist (CFR), onetist (ONT), ojetist (OJT), 
itebist (ITB), ICRAL-i~ti, I.A.T.C-i§ti (cf. REINHEIMER-IUPEANU 1980 : 466). 
In the case of peninsular Portuguese, even allowing for a suffixation index of 
0.58, which is somewhat lower than Spanish, the rarity of this typ~ of derivation is 
still surprising, given that the political situation is similar in certain aspects to the 
Spanish one -viz., a proliferation of parties after a long period of dictatorship. A 
frequent construction is zero suffixation of the type os Peces (PC) or Pecepes 
(PCP), os Ps, os PSDs, os MES, os UEDS, etc . A possible explanation for this 
difference could, I believe, run as follows : In Spain, political parties went through 
a long period of clandestine or semi-clandestine operation before they gradually 
emerged into the light of day, and received a certain amount of publicity, 
particularly during the years before the death of Franco; in Portugal, however, 
the explosion in April 1974, although expected; was a relatively rapid process, 
military in character and so not involving the political parties. Before this date, 
any clandestine opposition was practically confined to the Communist Party, the 
public at large being ignorant of the existence of the wide range of parties which 
later appeared32• The population, then, being unaccustomed to applying derivation 
mechanisms to the political scene, would take the most expeditious route, namely 
the zero suffix derivative ; that is, the characterization of party followers by 
metonymy. The early establishment of political debate among the relatively few 
parties which achieved parliamentary representation readily brought about the use 
of classical labels, such as socialistas, comunistas, etc. In contrast, the Portuguese 
of Brazil, which has a longer tradItion of party politics, even if the opposition 
party has sometimes only been half-tolerated, has provided a more favourable 
atmosphere for such derivatives. In the 50's, on the political scene there were three 
principal parties : Partido Social Democratico (PSD), Uniao Democratica 
Nacional (UDN) and the Partido Trabalhista Brasileiro (PTB). These initials gave 
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rise to the derivatives pessedistas. petebistas or udenistas (quoted by MALKIEL 
1965 : 15) ; 3lthough these parties ceased to exist in 1964, the terms pessedistai33 
ans petebistas34 are still used to refer to the old factions. Until recently, attention 
was focused on two main parties, the governing ARENA (Alian~a Renovadora 
Nacional) and MDB (Movimento Demowitico-Brasileiro), their members being 
known as arenistas and emedebistas. 
The greater tradition of political acronyms in Brazil should not be seen as an 
isolated phenomenon. Even more significant is the fact that Brazil is the country 
where the acronym system has had its deepest roots, for some time at least, if it is 
compared not only with Portugal but also with the Spanish-speaking countries. 
STEFANOVICS (1971 : l79), who has devoted much time to the lexicography of 
Spanish acronyms, is of this opinion. But there is a more revealing sign: as far as I 
know, Brazil was the first of these countries to publish a dictionary of acronyms 
-Dicionario de Siglas e Abreviaturas by A. P. MILEA (1958)- which went into its 
third edition in 1975. So large was the number of acronyms in use that, in 1961, 
the President of the Republic decreed that a new dictionary should be compiled (in 
fact, this project was abandoned at the end of his term of office) (cf. MILEA 1975). 
It is probable that there are subsidiary factors besides these, such as the 
phonological differences between the two varieties of Portuguese -in particular the 
different pronunciation of the e of the initial consonantal letters- as some linguists 
have suggested to me, but this remains pure conjecture at the moment. 
Outside the Romance languages, in Greek for example, these derivatives are 
found wit.h some lexical frequency in the political world, as witness eamikos 
(E.A.M.), epekikos (E.P.E.K.), elasitis (E.L.A.S.), chitis (from a party which 
took as its symbol the letter chi ex), (quoted by MIRAMBEL 1957 : 552). 
The phenomenon exists also in countries with single-party political systems, 
provided there are other political and bureaucratic bodies as important and well-
known. We have already seen the example of Cuban Spanish and Rumanian inside 
the Communist bloc. The Slav languages, spoken in countries in which one-party 
systems are the norm, are particularly illustrative here, since derivation is a quite 
frequently-used process. How compatible acronyms are with suffixal derivation in 
modem Russian can be seen, for instance, from the successive designations of a 
Soviet security policeman : cekist «ceka), gepeusnik «GPU), enkaved-ist 
(NKVD), emved-ist «MVD), emgeb-ist «MGB), and finally, kageb-ist or 
(pejoratively) kagebe-snik (KGB)35. 
4. Concluding remarks. 
In language where derivation as a device of word-formation is deeprooted, 
the multiplicity of parties and groups in many cases acts as the fuse which has set 
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off an explosion of terms derived from acronyms ; the more so if the political 
colouring or the peculiarity of some parties makes it inappropriate to apply the 
usual ideological terminology (communist, socialist, etc.). Its linguistic 
significance derives from the singular fact that, in western society, the parties 
constitute the organizations with most influence on our daily tasks and therefore 
are those best known and most referred to by the public; inevitable and incessant 
repetition of the names of these organizations favours the formation of acronyms 
from the beginning. 
It should be emphasized, however, that the generating and disseminating role 
of acronym formation is not exclusive to political parties. We should include 
. political organizations of all kinds, as well as important economic and bureaucratic 
bodies. This means that formations derived from acronyms are closely related to 
their frequency of use. Moreover, on occasion, and particularly in political 
discourse, specific stylistic and pragmatic conditions combine with the pressure of 
the linguistic system itself, driving the writer to find an absolutely precise 
reference which only acronym derivatives can provide. This is a generalization, 
since it is always to be expected that the whim of a writer, or the demands of style 
will create isolated derivatives which never gain currency and therefore remain 
purely idiolectic. 
NOTES 
F. RODRIGUEZ GONZALEZ 
Universite d'Alicante 
1. However, some recent studies consider derivation richer (G. IV ANEscu, Limba romiirui, 
1/65, p. 31; I. RIZESCU, Studii si materiale privitoare laformarea cuvintelor, III/1962, 
p. 3), cf. DIMITRESCU (1965 : 19). 
2. The most extreme view is held by PICHON (1942 : 12) for whom "La derivation vivante 
spontanee par sufftxation est en pleine vie et en pleine force d'expansion dans la langue 
fran~aise d'aujourd'hui". 
3. ZUM1HOR explicitly states "On rencontre dans toutes les langues europtennes des derives 
d'abreviations composees : elles me paraissent toutefois sensiblement plus nombreuses en 
fram;ais et en neerlandais que partout ailleurs (italics here and elsewhere are 
mine). Similarly, GEBHARDT (1979: 90) holds "Von den vielen Aspekten, unter denen 
man die Sigelbildungen betrachten kann, greife ich nur noch einen heraus, der freilich ftlr 
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das Franzosische im Vergleich zu anderen Sprachen eine Besonderheit ist. Gemeint ist die 
M6glichkeit der Ableitung von Sigeln : C.G.T. ---7 cegitiste. 
4. In fact 225 parties were identified at the time by Angel SANCHEZ (Triunfo, 19-3-77, 
p. 52). 
5. Only very occasionally do we find derivatives like CPer, NDPers, (Edmonton Journal, 
14-3-77, p. I), YSers (The Gateway, Edmonton, 15-2-77 p. 4) in English, and FDJler 
(Koyne 1971: 137), SPDler, CDUler, Apoist, (APO), etc. in German. 
6. This is only an approximate figure since the examples which appear in the said study (one 
chapter in a doctoral thesis) were not intended to provide an exhaustive list. The items 
which I have been able to find since with a complete study of the subject in mind, easily 
exceed tills number. 
7 . L'Express, 24-4-77, p. 58, 59. 
8. Le Monde, 6-2-79, p. 6. I exclude others like etarras (ETA) adopted in foreign form. 
9. Le Nouvel Observateur, 30-1-78, p. 23. 
10. Similarly in France, in spite of the fact that the political spectrum is polarized into right and 
left, French workers choosing a trade union will generally join a left-wing union like the 
communist-oriented CGT or the socialist-inspired CFDT. The political indetermination of 
membership of these unions gives a very precise referential character to the terms cegetiste 
and ddetiste, which explains the utility and frequency of its use. 
11. El Pals, 19-12-82, p. IS. 
12. Diario 16, 29-9-82, p. 5. 
13. El Pals, 3\-9-86, p. 6. 
14. Likewise in French, in the article "Syndicats : la tension PS-C.G.T. s'accroitn, three 
different constructions can be distinguished, thus rendering the text more euphonic: 
" ... la representativite de la delegation C.G.T." (zero suffix) 
n ... dans les affaires de la C.G.T. (prepositional phrase) 
n ... les interventions des dirigeants cegitistes (derivation) (Le Nouvel Observateur, 
23-1 -78, pp. 24-5). 
15. Cuadernosparaeldialogo, 22-10-77,p. 14. 
16. Interviu, 20-1-77, p. 19. 
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17. Cuadernos para el dialogo, 10-12-77, p. 48. 
18. The use of ugetista in this sense was frequent when UGT did not subscribe to the Atlantic 
policy of the government, and opposed Spain's staying in NATO. 
19. More precisely, in the "inforrnaci6n" genre as opposed to "cronicas" and "reportajes". For 
the use of these terms in Spanish see MARTINEZ ALBERTOS (1974 : 69 ff). 
20. lnformacion (Alicante), 15-9-82, p. 8. 
21. Hermano Lobo, 7-6-75, p. 15. 
22. lnterviu, 20-1-77, p. 56. 
23. Cuadernos para el difllogo, 27-5-78, p. 54. 
24. Cited by CASADO (1979: 81). 
25. Cited by GARCiA SANTOS (1980) 
26. In the article "Frentes Politicos" in the Mexican daily Excelsior (20-1-79) prifsra occurs six 
times and panista tWice. 
27. Latin American Political Report, id., 28-4-78, p. 126; 21-7-78, p. 217. 
28. Bohemia (Cuba), 22-12-78, p. 88. It should also be remembered that the language is 
receptive to derivatives originating in other Spanish-speaking countries, as is shown by the 
use in the same weekly (p. 71) of copeyanos and adecos in a commentary on Venezuelan 
politics. 
29. With zero suffix occur i dicci (DC), cited by LESO (1978: 17), and the humorous i piselli 
(PSDI), cited by MALKIEL (1965 : 15). 
30. Quoted by LESO (1978 : 17). 
31. See for example MlGLIORINI (1963), which has aclista, aclistico (ACL!), cedista (CED), 
ciellinista, ciellinistico (CLN), cigiellista, cigiellistico (COIL), cislino (CISL), gillistico 
(GIL), enalista, enaolino (ENAL) gappisra (GAP), marpista (MARP), missino, missista 
(MS!), okeyna (OK), onusiano, onusista (ONU), piselli (PSLI), sappista (SAP), spallino 
(SPAL), udina (UDI). 
32. It is worth bearing in mind, for example, that even Mario SOARES' Partido Socialista did 
not come into being until 1973, as a substitute for ASP (Ac~iio Socialista Portuguesa), 
which was also founded by him. (Cuadernos para el dialogo, 26-8-78, p. 29). 
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33. Latin American Political Report, 24cl1-78, p. 362; 10-3-78, p. 79; 6-10-78, p. 365. 
34. Latin American Political Report, 1-12-78, p. 370. 
35. Cited by ZALUCKY (1979 : 91). For a monographic study of modern Ukrainian 
derivatives see BOICHENKO 1982; early occurrences of Polish acronym derivation can 
be found in ZALUCKY (1979 : 51-52). 
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ACP 
AD 
AP 
APO 
APRA 
ARENA 
CDR 
CDS 
CDU 
CEDA 
CFDT 
CFR 
CGT 
CK (ceka) 
COPE! 
CP 
DC 
EAM 
ELAS 
ETA 
FA! 
FDP 
GPU 
IMG 
JEL 
JONS 
KGB 
MDB 
MES 
MGB 
MPAIAC 
MS! 
MVD 
NDP 
NKVD 
ONT 
PAN 
PC 
PCE 
PCE(i) 
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APPENDIX 
List of acronyms cited in the text 
Asociaci6n Nacional de Propagandistas 
Acci6n Democra.tica (Venezuela) 
Alianza Popular 
Ausser Parlamentarische Opposition (Germ.) 
Alianza Popular Revolucionaria Americana (peru) 
Alians;a Renovadora Nacional (Brasil) 
Comite de Defensa de la Revoluci6n (Cuba) 
Centro Democratico y Social 
Christlich-Demokratische Union (Germ.) 
Confederaci6n Espanola de Derechas Aut6nomas 
Confederation Frans;aise Democratique du Travail (Fr.) 
Caile Ferate Romane (Rumania) 
Confederation Generale du Travail (Fr.) 
Cerezvycajnaja Komissija (State Police, lit. 'emergency commission') 
Comite de Organizaci6n Politica Electoral Independiente (Venezuela) 
Communist Party 
Democracia Cristiana ; Democrazia Cristiana (It.) 
Ethniko Apeleftherotiko Metopo (National Liberation Front) 
Ellinikos LaIkos Apeleftherotikos Stratos (Greek Popular Liberation Army) 
Euzkadi Ta Askatasuna (Euskadi and Freedom) 
Federaci6n Anarquista Iberica 
Freie Demokratische Partei (Germ.) 
Gosudarstvennoe polititeskoe upravleniie (State Political Administration) 
International Marxist Group (Great Britain) 
Jaungoikoa Eta Lagi zara (God and Old Laws) 
Juntas de Ofensiva Nacional Sindicalista 
Komitet gosudatstvennoj bezopasnosti (State Security Committee) 
Movimiento Democnitico Brasileiro (Brasil) 
Movimento de Esquerda Socialista (port) 
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Ministerstvo gosudarstvennoj bezopasnosti (Ministry of State Security) 
Movimiento para la Autodeterminacion e Independencia del Archipielago Canario 
Movimento Sociale Italiano (It.) 
Ministerstvo vnutrennix del (Ministry) of Home Affairs) 
New Democratic Party (Canada) 
Narodnyi komissariat vnutrennix del (People's Commissariat for Home Affairs) 
Oficiul Na}ional de Turism 
Partido de Acci6n Nacional (Mexico) 
Partido Comunista 
Partido Comunista de Espana 
Partido Comunista de Espana (Intemacional) 
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PCE (r) 
PCP 
POP 
POUP 
PNV 
PP 
PPC 
PQ 
PRI 
PS 
PSA 
PSC 
PSO 
PSIUP 
PSOE 
PSP 
PSUC 
PTB 
PTE 
PUNS 
SOS 
SPO 
UCD 
UDN 
UEDS 
UGT 
UPC 
YS 
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Partido Comunista de Espaiia (Reconstituido) 
Partido Comunista Portugues (pon.) 
Partido Democrata Popular 
Partito Democratico di Unita Proletaria (It.) 
Partido Nacionalista Vasco 
Partido Popular 
Partido Popular Cristiano (peru) 
Parti Quebecois (Fr. , Canada) 
Partido Revolucionario Institucional (Mexico) 
Partido Socialista (Port.) 
Partido Socialista de Andalucia ; Partido Socialista de Arag6n 
Partido Socialista Catalan 
Partido Social Democnitico (Port.) 
Partito Socialista ltaliano di Unita Proletaria (It.) 
Partido Socialista Obrero Espaiiol 
Partido Socialista Popular 
Partito Socialista U nificat de Catalunya 
Partito Trabalhista Brasileiro (Brasil) 
Partido del Trabajo de Espaiia 
Partido ne Union Nacional Saharahui (Sahara) 
Sozialistischer Deutscher Sttidentenbund (Germ.) 
Sozialdemolcratische Partei Deutschlands (Germ.) 
Union de Centro Oemocnitico 
Uniao Oemocratica Nacional (Brasil) 
Uniao da Esquerda Oemoccitica Socialista (Port.) 
Union General de Trabajadores 
Union de Populations du Cameroun 
Young Socialists (Canada) 
